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Holder pmPoses
changes to the
nation's criminal
justice sYstem
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

The Murray Human Rights Commission discussed the problem of
workplace bullying with several local business leaders at its monthly meeting Monday.
Dr. Allan Beane with Bully Free Systems gave a presentation on
the issue, and said 37 percent of U.S. workers have reported being
bullied at work, which he said is a higher rate than in some schools.
"Why is that'?" Beane asked.-People mistreat others and grow up.
They don't really mature. They just get bigger, they become adults
and they go into the workplace and mistreat people."
Beane listed 10 of the most common workplace bullying behaviors according to the 2010 WB1 U.S. Workplace Bullying Survey.
They included falsely accusing someone of errors not actually
made: nonverbally intimidating and showing hostility with stares or
glares; discounting the person's thoughts or feelings in meetings;
using the -silent treatment" to socially isolate; the bully making up
rules that even he or she doesn't follow; exhibiting uncontrollable
mood swings in front of the group; disregarding satisfactory-lor outstanding quality of completed work despite evidence; harshly and
constantly criticizing someone or holding them to a different standard than others; starting or failing to stop destructive rumors or
gossip about a person; and encouraging people to turn against the
person being bullied.
Beane said workplace bullying can sometimes lead to workplace
violence. He said many people might not want to admit that it happens in the community,just as many don't want to admit that drugs
make it into the public schools. He said that while Murray was
named the -Friendliest Small Town in America" by USA Today/
Rand McNally last year. preventing workplace bullying was one
area that could be improved upon.
John Hopkins,owner of Cheri Theaters, said some form of bullying connected to personal relationships is bound to happen occasionally in businesses like his that hire a lot of young people.
Culver's owner Jim Foster expressed a similar sentiment, saying
that with so many high school and college-age people working
together in his restaurant. there is always going to be some personal drama. He said it helps to know what's going on in their lives, and
he has an open door policy for when employees heed to talk about a
problem. Cami Duffy, Murray StatE University's executive director
of the Office of Institutional Diversity, Equity and Access, said an
employer must make it clear to everyone that bullying behavior will
not be tolerated.
Commission Chairman Jody Cofer Randall asked about possible
actions that could be taken, and Hopkins suggested that anti-bullying stickers could go on the windows of businesses who committed
to stopping bullying there. Keith Travis, vice president pf institutional advancement for Murray-Calloway County Hospital,suggested certifying businesses that have gone through specific training and
shown dedication to preventing bullying.
Beane plans to give a presentation on workplace bullying
Thursday at the Murray Rotary Club meeting. The commission's
next meeting will be at 4 p.m. Sept. 9. The city's human resources
director,Cathy Morris,said there would also be a webinar at II a.m.
Aug. 20 on bullying in the council chambers.
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Baxter, others make
Monday court appearance
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A Murray woman facing charges in the shooting death of her husband inside their home in
May appeared in Calloway Circuit Court
Monday morning.
Michelle Ann Baxter made her appearance
with attorney Cheri Riedel as she was arraigned
before Judge Dennis Foust. Baxter is charged

One year later: Reflecting on 'Friendliest' award
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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percent.
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms before 9 p.m.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61. Northeast wind 3 to
7 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 78. Northeast wind
around 8 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 58.
North northeast wind 6 to 8
mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 80. North northeast
wind 6 to 9 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 59.
North northeast wind around 6
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 82.

with murder, tampering with physical evidence
and being a convicted felon in possession of a
handgun in the May 30 shooting of her husband,
Buddy Baxter, at 1536 Oxford Drive.
Baxter has been incarcerated at the Calloway
County Jail since her arrest on the afternoon of
the shooting. A Calloway County grand jury
indicted her on the charges in July.

WASHINGTON (AP)
With the U.S. facing massive
overcrowding in its prisons,
Attorney General Eric Holder
is calling for
major changes
to the nation's
criminal "justice
system
that
would
scale back the
use of harsh
sentences for
certain drugHolder
related crimes.
In remarks
prepared for delivery to the
American Bar Association in
San Francisco. Holder said he
also favors diverting people
convicted of low-level offenses
to drug treatment and community service programs and
expanding a prison program to
allow for release of some elderly, non-violent offenders.
"We need to ensure that incarceration is used to punish,deter
and rehabilitate — not merely
to convict, warehouse and forget," Holder says in the speech
he's scheduled to deliver
Monday.
In one important change. the
attorney general is altering
Justice Department policy so
that low-level, non-violent drug

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & 'Times
Michelle Baxter, left, stands in front of Judge Dennis Foust Monday, along with her attorney Cheri Riedel, in Calloway Circuit Court. Baxter faces a charge of murder in the shooting death of her husband. Buddy Baxter, in May.
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USA Today in hand - a culmination of hard
work and a two-day visit from The Rough
Riders of The Best of the Road.
A full year can bring about a lot of change.
Executive Director Erin Carrico, Director
especially in Murray.
of Marketing and Communications
On July 17. 2012, constituents from the Stephanie Butler and CVB intern Alison
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau Hendrickson were attending the Destination
were headed home from Seattle, Wash.,with -The Friendliest Small Town in
America" award from Rand McNally and
MI See Page 3

Paul to attend

Michigan GOP
conference
MACKINAC
ISLAND,
Mich.(AP) — Kentucky Sen.
Rand Paul will attend a big
Republican conference in
Michigan in September.
h
e
T
Michigan
Republican
says
Party
Paul will be at
the
30th
Biennial
Mackinac
Republican
Leader,ship
Paul
Conference on
Mackinac
Island. Wisconsin Gov. Scott
Walker and Louisiana Gov
Bobby Jindal were previously
announced as speakers, and
additional guests will be

Photo provided

NEW MPD OFFICERS: The Murray Police Department recently welcomed its newest
members. They are Brandon Winebarger, left, and Ryan Moore, right. The two new officers
are pictured above with MPD Chief Jeff Liles. Winebarger and Moore graduated from Basic
Law Enforcement Recruit Training at the Department of Criminal Justice in Richmond Aug.
9. The two men will join the MPD as patrolmen.
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•Monday court...
From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Royce Dale Earnest, left, answers a question from Judge
Dennis Foust Monday while standing with attorney Cheri
Riedel in Calloway Circuit Court. Earnest and Hughron
Christopher Payne faces a charge of murder in the fire death
of Patricia Bohne in June in Hazel.

One issue discussed in open
court Monday concerned visitation rights for Baxter's son,
Christopher
Miller.
Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Blankenship, though, gave no
opposition after Riedel brought
the subject to Foust.
"We have met with him, and I
believe he has told us what he is
going to tell us," Blankenship
said of Miller.
Also discussed was the option
for the Commonwealth to pursue
a Kentucky statute — KRE 40413
— which determines whether or
not evidence from a previous case
can be used in a current case.
Foust will rule on the KRE
404B relation to this case at a
later time, it was noted.
Foust set Baxter's next appearance for Sept. 23; both sides indicated that a May or June trial date
may suffice.
***

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Hughron Christopher Payne, right, stands with attorney Ches
Clark Monday as they listen to Judge Dennis Foust speak in
Calloway Circuit Court. Payne faces a charge as a co-defendant in the case of the death of Patricia Bohne of Hazel.

The case of one of two Murray
men facing charges of murder in
connection to the death of a Hazel
woman in a house fire in June
took a twist Monday.
Royce Dale Earnest is charged
with murder, manufacturing
methamphetamine 1st offense
and arson 3rd degree in connection to a fire that claimed the life
of Patricia Bohne on the morning
of June 12 at a house at 820 3rd
St. Also charged is Hughron
Christopher Payne, who faces
murder and arson charges. along
with complicity to manufacture
neethamphetamine 1st offense.
Earnest recently participated in
an interview with Paducah television station WPSD inside the
Calloway County Jail after he and

Payne were indicted by a
Calloway County Grand Jury.
Riedel was obtained as Earnest's
counsel shortly before he granted
the interview and was unaware
that it was happening, she said.
"I didn't know until jail security told me it was happening, so I
went over there and put a stop to
it," said Riedel, who sought the
footage from WPSD but encountered resistance."I informed them
the next day that 1 was seeking a
subpoena because I know that
they dump the raw footage. I
wanted to be in control of my
client's case and be in the know
because I didn't know what all he
had said, and WPSD informed
me they would contest it."
"Fortunately, though, the jail
also has recording equipment and
(jailer) Phil Hazle has told me I
can have access to those recordings from that day."
Hazle told Riedel to obtain an
order from Foust for those
recordings, which she did
Monday.
"Today was my first opportunity to seek to get the records
because when you subpoena
something in criminal court, you
have to have a court date. This
was
)my client's first court date
since the WPSD interview so I
decided to do it today." Riedel
said, adding that she decided not
to pursue the subpoena for the
WPSD footage after learning of
the other recording from Hazle.
"Pursuing it through the jail was
the path of least resistance."
Both Earnest and Payne will be
back in Calloway Circuit on Sept.
23.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

For Best Results Place Your Ad With Us / Call 753-1916

Reader's
Choice
20i3

Employees at Paducah
plant receive layoff notices
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — May that it was shutting down
About 100 employees at the its uranium enrichment operaPaducah Gaseous Diffusion tions in Paducah.
Plant have been sent layoff
USEC is also preparing to
notices as the facility moves return the plant to the DOE by
toward a shutdown.
determining which tools and
The United States Enrichment equipment it can sell off
and
Corp., issued the notices Friday.
which it must return to the
The latest round of notices are
DOE.
separate from the roughly 160
"We're beginning to liquidate
employees whose jobs will be
and materials that's
equipment
cut Aug. 16. Workers notified
needed for future
longer
no
jobs
on Friday were told their
would end between Oct. 14 and operations," Lookofsky said.
Lookofsky said USEC uses a
Oct. 25.
spokeswoman formal bidding process and is
USEC
Georgann Lookofsky told The selling most materials in lots. As
Paducah Sun no more layoffs sales progress, local vendors
were scheduled this year.
will be able to register to bid on
In 2014. USEC executives assets.
will decide when further layoffs
As equipment leaves the plant
will happen, based on the comsite,
it goes through a rigorous
pany's progress in returning the
to ensure all material
procedure
plant to the Department of
site is safe for
the
leaving
Energy.
public.
the
release
to
Lookofsky
USEC leases the plant from
the DOE, and announced in said.

Murray woman faces local charges
and charged with operating a
motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol/drugs in the first
offense, possession of a controlled substance in the second
degree, possession of a controlled substance in the third
degree, promoting contraband
in the first degree and wanton
endangerment in the first
degree.
Gremore was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail. The
MPD was assisted by Kentucky
State Police.
individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Staff Report
A Murray woman has been
charged with driving under the
influence and wanton endangerment following a Friday arrest
Murray
the
by
Police
Department.
MPD was notified on Friday
of a possibly intoxicated person
attempting to receive assistance
from a local charity.
Kimberly Gremore. 48. of
Murray, was confronted by officers on the scene. The MPD
reported a small child was also
in the vehicle with Gremore.
Following a roadside investigation. Gremore was arrested

IT'S TIME AGAIN TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming "Readers' Choice
2013" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who your favorites
aretTo add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Fri., Aug. 30th at 5 p.m.
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE
ENTERED INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
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Agency

Favorite Place to Get Catfish

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Clothing Store

Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Voted

1

Restaurant

Voted
jceselr'l
Stoic

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Florist

t

•

Favorite Veterinarian
Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Place To Get A Burger

Favorite Auto Dealer

Favorite Steak House

Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's Clothing Store

Favorite Furniture Store
Voted •1
After 5

Favorite Optometrist

Hangout
Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Oil Change Service

Voted
rad
is
trzti.

Favorite Place To Get A Milkshake

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Fitness Center

Favorite Hair Salon

Favorite
Favorite Barber Shop

Framing Store

Favorite ('arpet Store

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Fat orite Dentist
Favorite Tanning Salon

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

Favorite Physical Therapist
Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Bank

Fat orite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Towing Service

Vot ed Ci
Gift
Shop

Favorite Family Practitioner
Favorite Bank Teller

Favorite Coffee House

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Plow larkevie saw te Bioko

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Gas Station

Favorite Liquor Store

Favorite Ladies Clothing Store

votpd

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Plumbing Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Consignment Shop

Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Thrift Store

Favorite Senior Living Community

Favorite Golf Course

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo
I copies of ballots will not be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for
I your local favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2013" section published in October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:
014.(i

Name

VOTE BY
AUG.30TH!

LEDGER TIMES

Lawn
Service
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P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible. 2. Entries must be received by
this newspaper before 5 p.m. on Fri., Aug. 30th. 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper is final
4. At least 10 categories must be filled in for your ballot to be valid and counted. S. All entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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suing the city of Fort Thomas,claiming a lack of curb ramps
resulted in a man being hit by a car while riding a motorized
scooter and being killed.
The family of 67-year-old William Culbertson Jr., is seeking
unspecified compensatory and punitive damages from the city.
Family attorney Don Nageleisen told The Kentucky Enquirer the
city failed to provide ramps for people who need to use wheelchairs or scooters to access the sidewalks. Nageleisen says the
lack of ramps forces people to use the main streets.
Culbertson was killed June 23. 2012 after being struck by a car.
His family has filed suit in federal court in Covington.
Fort Thomas's city solicitor couldn't be reached for comment.

One arrest after break-in at archdiocese
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville police say no religious
items were damaged or stolen after someone broke into the offices
of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese over the weekend.
Sgt. Steve Maron told WAVE-TV in Louisville that a police dog
found the would-be burglar hiding beneath a desk in a secondstory office Sunday afternoon.
Maron says the man surrendered after being bitten by the dog.
Archdiocese Chancellor Brian Reynolds says an alarm alerted
officials to a broken window, which led police to investigate and
find the man inside the building.
Reynolds says besides the busted window,the only damage were
ransacked desk drawers in several offices.
Paramedics transported the man to University Hospitals by
ambulance for evaluation. He was later taken to the Louisville jail.

MAMMOTH CAVE.Ky.(AP) — The campground store at
Mammoth Cave National Park will stop selling beer and wine
because of what officials say is an increase in alcohol-related incidents.
Chief Park Ranger Brad McDougal told the Glasgow Daily
.
Times the last opportunity to buy booze from Caver's will be Aug.
17. At the close of business.that day. alcoholic beverages will be
removed from the shelves.
McDougal says the sales are causing a problem that park can't
justify trying to handle with the staff on hand.

•Friendliest award...
From Front
Marketing
Association
International (DMAI) Annual
Convention last summer when
Murray was announced the winner of the prestigious award.
"When Murray was named the
winner, we were quite surprised - not because Murray
didn't deserve to win, but
because the Rough Riders ;Bob
Schatz and Jennifer Jordon) had
visited five other fabulous cities
since the time they had visited
us nearly a month before,"
Butler remembered. "We saw
how well they were treated at all
the finalist destinations."
Since granted the award.
Murray's job landscape and further accolades have expanded two new industries in iwis and
Kemmerich USA. National
Chamber of the Year. Playful
City for a seventh straight year.
SpringHill
Suites
by
a
Marriott - and Butler said visitor numbers have continued to
improve over the last year.
However, Butler said attributing the marked growth to being
the "Friendliest Small Town" is
hard to quantify - though the
Murray CVB is doing their part
to leverage the award through
advertising campaigns in order
to attract visitors to the area.
Mayor Bill Wells, who served
as a "Best of the Road" site
ambassador and is a champion
of the award, said one of the
biggest changes to the area over
the last year is the increased
positivity in the community,
which he said is noticeably
improved over the last few
months.
Just this past weekend. Wells
said a nearly rained-out Make A
Difference Day rebounded with
a large turnout, as 355 cars
stopped by to drop off recyclables to help the community.
"The point is, they didn't have
to stop by, but they did anyway," Wells said. "Positive
things are going on all the time
in Murray. The positive attitude
that people have is sincere, and
it's good to be recognized for
that."
Terry and Judi Little, who also
served as resident ambassadors

to the site visit last summer,said
they chose to retire to the area
for many of the reasons behind
the "Friendliest Small Town"
award.
Along with being named one
of the -Best Places to Retire"
back in the 1990s by Rand
McNally, Terry said Murray's
friendly aura isn't strained or
forced, but instead is a natural
and authentic feeling from residents in the area.
"People still wave, say
'howdy,' offer to help, donate,
be supportive and just generally
try to be neighborly and truly
friendly." he said."Murray has a
magic, it reaches out and grabs a
stranger and the stranger is happier for it."
Furthermore, the Littles said
they still maintain a relationship
with The Rough Riders, who he
said were deeply touched by
their visit to Murray last summer.
The Rough Riders,Jordon and
Schatz, spent two days on
Father's Day weekend in 2012
absorbing the community as
part of the "Friendliest" competition, and as such have plenty
of memories about the area.
Their visit opened with an
"unforgettable" town barbecue
picnic, where residents greeted
them with homemade foods
from the garden and offered a
"really warm embrace."
A firetruck escort to City Hall
led to the meeting of Mayor Bill
Wells,(whom they said was "a
charming man"), while the final
hours were spent with Pete
Lancaster on the WNBS
Breakfast Show, an aerial tour
of Calloway County, cliff-diving at the rock quarry on
Kentucky Lake with Jason
Pittman and enjoying a morning
with "The Breakfast Club."
"It would have been great to
stay a while longer, as two days
was hardly enough," Jordon and
Schatz reflected. "After interacting with so many residents,
one common theme really rang
true for us, and that is Murray.
Ky., feels like home." -
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Family: Lack of ramps caused death
f.oki 1HOMAS,Ky.(AP) — A northern Kentucky family is
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Sinkhole c

The following is a clarification to story in Monday's
Ledger & Times about a new
Need Line program intended
to give the agency a more
consistent supply of food
throughout the year. Need
Line Executive Director Ionia
Casey said that while more
people donate around the
holidays, food supplied at the
end of the year can also help
the organization in the following months. More sup-

plies are also needed at the
end of the year because
Need Line puts together
in
Christmas
boxes
December in addition to its
usual duties, she said.
———
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or error.
call 753-1916.

AP Photo/John Raoux
A portion of a building rests in a sinkhole Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 in Clermont, Fla. The sinkhole, 40 to 50 feet in diameter, opened up overnight and damaged three buildings at the
Summer Bay Resort.

MPD joins national crackdown to
reduce impaired driving fatalities
Special to the Ledger
Those who drink and drive in
Murray, beware. Murray Police
Department is joining with law
enforcement throughout the
nation for the "Drive Sober or
Get Pulled Over" campaign
Aug.16 to Sept. 2.
The
strong
nationwide
impaired driving crackdown
will include high-visibility
enforcement,
high-profile
events,and will be supported by
national paid advertising. creating a comprehensive campaign
to curb alcohol impaired driving
in August and through the Labor
Day holiday weekend.
Murray Police Department
said its officers will be aggressively looking for impaired
drivers during the crackdown
and will arrest anyone caught.
driving impaired.
"On average there is one alcohol impaired driving-related
fatality every 53 minutes across
America. But this tragic loss of
life can be reduced if we get
impaired drivers off our roadways." said Sgt. David Howe.
"Research has shoWn that highvisibility enforcement like the
'Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over'
campaign reduces alcoholimpaired driving fatalities by as
much as 20 percent. By joining
this nationwide effort, we will
make Murray's roadways safer
for everyone throughout the
Labor Day period:'
Last year, Kentucky recorded
over 5,750 alcohol-related
crashes, resulting in 146 deaths
and over 3,000 injuries. During
the Labor Day holiday weekend,nine people were killed and
388 were injured on our roadways. Two of those deaths
involved alcohol, he said.
."Obviously we want to
remind everyone that it is illegal
to drive impaired. and we hope
the campaign wilt remind people that if they plan on drinking,
to never get behind the wheel,"
said Sgt. Howe. "But if some-

one does choose to drive
impaired. we will arrest them.
No warnings. No excuses
According to Sgt. Howe. v 10lators face jail time, loss of their
driver lice,nses, and steep financial consequences such as higher insurance rates, attorney fees,
court costs, lost time at work,
and the potential loss of job.
When family, friends and coworkers find out, violators also
often face tremendous personal
embarrassment.
"Driving impaired is simply
not worth the risk. So don't take
the chance. Remember, we will
be out in force and we will be
watching, so 'Drive Sober or
Get Pulled Over.— said Sgt.
Howe.
As part of the 'Drive Sober or
Get Pulled Over' campaign,
Murray Police Department will
be conducting road checks at
one or more of the following
locations:

CLERMONT. Fla. (AP) — As,
glass broke, the ground shook and',
lights went out, vacationers evacuated a central Florida resort building:
before a sinkhole caused a section of',
the structure to partially collapse,
early Monday.
About 30 percent of the threeslot) structure-tollapsed around 3:
am., Lake County Fire Rescue.
Battalion Chief Tony Cuellar said.:
The building — which had housed:
105 visitors — was stable by
midafternoon, said Paul Caldwell.:
the development's president. Two'
adjacent buildings, which each have
24 units, were evacuated as a piecaution.
Caldwell said the resort underwent geological testing when it was,
built about 15 years ago. showing
the ground to be stable, and that
there were no signs before Sunday
that a sinkhole was developing. He,
said all affected guests had beer
given other rooms and some guests.,
— many of whom had to leave theii:
wallets, purses and other belongings:
behind in the quick evacuation
had been given cash advances.
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS.

STORE HOURS
.M061 - FRI- 7AM TO 7PM • SAT 8 AM TO RPM
SUN: 10 AM TO 6 PM
Store hours moo troey. Ste store to,deo*.

A FolOrf OfAilr CE,114AT rOn St

MI South 12th Street
between Glendale Road and
Murray City Limits.
•Main Street between 8th
Street and 9th Street
MI Wilshire Drive between
Bailey Road and Vasser.
II Glendale Road between
9th Street and 12th Street
• Main Street between
Industrial Road and the
Murray City Limits.
II Chestnut at the intersection with 8th Street
•U.S. 641 at Diuguid Drive
•Doran at Holiday Drive
III North 16th Street at the
intersection with Olive Street
•Highway 94 at the intersection of Doran Road
• 4th Street between
Sycamore St. and Murray
City Limits
IL Olive Street between 6th
and 12th streets.

R

We have chosen some of our most beloved colors.
Which is your favorite?
Vote at swlovelorcolor.com by August 19'
for a chance to win great prizes!
You could

WIN°color
consultatton from
HG TV's Doves,Bromstod

'500

°rNia

gift cord.

PLUS other
great prizes.
....pst.ae,rod.. '5.. 171,( HAS Not.'SW ,
,
A
V.1,1 A.i..,1-1011.4;:ar tCrt'0

To locate a Sherwin-Williams
store near you visit
sherwin-williams.com or a211
1-800-4-SHERWIN.
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II Paul...
From Front
announced at a later date.
The conference is Sept. 20-22
at the Grand Hotel. It attracts
presidential hopefuls and brings
together activists and candidates.
Paul. an eye doctor, is considered to be a possible presidential candidate in 2016.
Michigan GOP Chairman
Bobby Schostak s,,rs Paul is an
"influential voice" in the
Republican Party.

R,ecnn To Rlosoups
I 2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E. 1-112 miles on riOit)

It Is Time To Plant Your
Fall Garden Now!!!
Plants and Seeds Available Now For Your Fall Garden Include:
Broccoli • Cabbage • Kale • Greens • Carrots • Radishes
• Cauliflower• Brussels Sprouts

Pansies - Violas - Ornamental Kale Is Ready Now!

Naturally Grown Local Produce Picked
Daily For You!
of
Murray-Calloway
County
om (tiff Millers

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5
www.beanstoblossoms.com
'
41 414
-14 / k

4• Tuesday, August 13,2013
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Thomas J. Stan

Oliltrariss

•Holder...

Thomas J. Stom. 85, of Almo. Ky., died Saturday, Aug. 10. 2013,
at his home.
Paul E. Morgan
He was born Oct. 2,1927. in Blackwell.Okla.. to the late Jesse W. From Front
Paul E. Morgan,89,of Paducah, died at 10:03 a.m. Sunday. Aug
and Tennie Thompson Stom. He was retired from offenders with no ties to large11,2013, at his residence.
the Murray division of Tappan. He was a life mem- scale organizations, gangs or
Mr. Morgan was a member of Lone Oak First
ber of the Kentucky 100th Division of the cartels won't be charged with
Baptist Church. He was retired from the Illinois
Central Railroad and was an Army WWII %eteran.
Association of the Century. a Korean War veteran, offenses that impose mandatory
He was preceded in death by his wife, Peggy
and a life member of the V.F.W. and the American minimum sentences.
Mandatory minimum prison
McConnell Morgan; one daughter. Donna Morgan
Legion. He was a Kentucky Colonel and was of the
Burgess; one great-grandson; four brothers; and his parents. Hosea
sentences, a product of the govMethodist faith.
and Emma (Smith) Morgan.
He is survived by his wife, Emma Lou Bruce ernment's war on drugs that
He is survived by his daughter. Paula Green and husband.Carl,of
Stom. of Almo; one brother, Aubrey Stom, of began in the 1980s. limit the
discretion of judges to impose
Paducah; one son, Robert V. Morgan and wife. Rita, of Paducah;
Almo; and several nieces and nephews.
shorter prison sentences.
four grandchildren, Robert Morgan and-wife, Shay. of Paducah, Steam
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m.
Under the altered policy, the
Brian Green and wife. Lynn, of Virginia Beach, Carla Orr of
Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2013. at J.R. Churchill
attorney general said defendants
Paducah, and Crista Jennings and husband. Shane, of Murray; and
Funeral Home, with Jimmy Stom officiating. will
instead be charged with
seven great-grandchildren.
Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery offenses for which accompanyGraveside services will be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday. Aug. 13.2013.
in Mayfield.
ing sentences "are better suited
at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, with the Rev. Mike Williams offiVisitation will be held Tuesday, Aug. 13. 2013, to their individual conduct,
ciating.
'
rather than excessive prison
Visitation will be held from II a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday. Aug. from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- terms more appropriate for vio13, 2013, at the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
. Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Lone Oak First Baptist home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill lent criminals or drug kingpins."
Funeral Home.
The impact of Holder's initiaChurch, 3601 Lone Oak Road. Paducah, KY 42003.
tive on mandatory minimum
Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorr.com.
sentences could be significant.
Einar Cleo 'LC.' WaMn
Arrangements are being handled by Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
Funeral services for Enzar Cleo "E.C." Wallin,89.of Murray. Ky., says Marc Mauer, executive
will be held at II a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2013 at Blalock- director of the Sentencing
Michael L Romano
Michael L. Romano,62. of Benton. Ky.. formerly of Belleville. Coleman & York Funeral Home in Murray. with Richard Project. a non-profit group
involved in research and policy
III., died Wednesday. Aug. 7.2013.
Youngblood officiating. Burial will be private.
reform of the criminal justice
Michael was born Oct. 2, 1950. in East St. Louis, Ill. He graduatGrandchildren will serve as pallbearers. Visitation
system.
ed from Assumption High School in 1968 and
will be held from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday. Aug. 13. 2013,
There are roughly 25.000 drug
served in the United States Army during the
at the funeral home.
convictions
in federal court each
Vietnam War. Upon returning, he worked in his
Mr. Wallin died at 9:10 a.m., Sunday. Aug. II. year and 45 percent of those are
uncle's business,Edgemont Sports Store, which he
2013,at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
for lower-level offenses such as
purchased in 1974. Using his entrepreneurial
He was born July 28, 1924, in Tilton. Ark., to the street level dealers and couriers
vision, he expanded the business into Fairview
late Enzar and Rilla Wallin. He was a member of and people who deliver drugs.
Heights. OTallon, and Collinsville with Fairview
University Church of Christ in Murray and was the said Mauer.
Sports and Hardware and Romano's License
The unanswered question is
retired owner of Wallin Hardware in Paris, Tenn.,
Wallin
Service. In 2003 he followed his passion of fishwhere he worked for more than 35 years. He also how each of the 94 U.S.
ing, boating and the outdoors with the purchase of
Attorneys offices around the
served in the Army Air Corps.
Romano
Kenlake Marina on'Kentucky Lake. Throughout
country
will
implement
In
addition
to
his
parents.
he
was
preceded
in
the years. Mike was active in the local IBAA.
death by a son. David Wallin; sister. Annabel changes. given the authority of.
Masons. A1NAD Shriners, and organizations
Smith; and brothers. Herb Wallin. Horace Wallin prosecutors to exercise discrearound the Kentucky Lake Community. Above all
tion in'-how they handle their
and
Baldwin.
Sam
else, he was a very loving, caring father, grandfacriminal cases.
s He is survived by his wife Bernice (Fuqua) Wallin, to whom he
ther, husband, uncle, friend and companion.
African-Americans
and
He was preceded in death by his parents. Frank was married Dec. 30, 1954; one daughter. Lisa Wallin Patton and
Hispanics likely would benefit
L. and Susan E.(Hrabusicky) Romano.
husband, Anthony Wayne Patton, of Minneapolis Minn.; son, Tim
the most from a change.
He is survived by his daughter. Elizabeth (Romano) Martin and Wallin and wife, Hathaikan Srifa, of Murray; six grandchildren,
African-Americans account for
husband. Matthew, of Newtown. Pa.; and his granddaughter. David Wallin. Michael Wallin, Briana Patton Maechling and husabout 30 percent of federal drug
Madison Martin, of Newtown. Pa.
band,Tom.Nicholas Patton. Meen Thawainin,and Than Thawainin; convictions each year and
Memorials may be made to the American Diabetes Association or and one great-grandchild, Shaianne Wallin.
Hispanics account for 40 perto the American Heart Association.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. cent. according to Mauer.
Condolences may be expressed to the family online at www.kassArrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
If state policymakers were to
lyfuneral.com.
adopt similar policies, the
Funeral Home.
A local Kentucky memorial service will be held at Kenlake
impact of changes at the state
This is a paid obituary.
Marina on Saturday. Aug. 17, 2013.from 3-6 p.m.
level could be even broader.
Arrangements are being handled by Kassly Mortuary Ltd. in
Mauer. Currently. about
said
Marvin
Lynn Swann
Fairview Heights. Ill.
225.000
state prisoners are
Funeral
services
for
Marvin
Lynn
Swann. 81. of the Cambridge
This is a paid obituary.
Shores community in Marshall County, Ky., were held Wednesday, incarcerated for drug offenses,
Aug.7,2013.at Byrn Funeral Chapel it Mayfield, with the Rev. Ben according to the U.S. Bureau of
Justice Statistics.
Stratton and the Rev. Al Cobb officiating. Burial
Federal prisons are operating
followed in Highland Park Cemetery in Mayfield. at nearly 40 percent
above
Mr. Swann, formerly of Murray, died Friday, capacity and hold more than
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - killed her abductor. 40-year-old
Aug. 2.2013,at his home.
219.000 inmates - with almost
Federal authorities say the 16- Jameg Lee DiMaggio, at their
He was born Feb. 29, 1932, and grew up in half of them serving time for
year-old girl who was abducted camp near an alpine lake in the
Sedalia. He was employed at The Bank of Murray drug-related crimes and many of
last week and rescued in Idaho Idaho wilderness Saturday.
for many years and was a retired sales representa- them with substance use disorhas returned to California with
DiMaggid is also believed to
tive for American Bank Stationary. He was a mem- ders. In addition.9 million to 10
her father.
have killed the girl's mother and
million prisoners go through
ber of Memorial Baptist Church.
FBI spokesman Jason Pack brother at his home outside of
local
jails each year. Holder
He was preceded in death by his parents. Boyce
says Hannah Anderson was San Diego.
Swann
praised
state and local law
and
Jessie
Lee
Sutherland
Swann.
reunited with her father. Brett
Authorities, also say Hannah
enforcement
officials
for
survived
He
is
by
one
daughter.
Joy
Oetelaar
husband.
and
Gerald.
Anderson, on Sunday it a hos- Anderson has been reunited
already instituting some of the
Calgary,
of
Alberta.
Canada;
grandsons.
three
Taylor.
Garrett
and
pital in Boise.
with a gray cat that she had with
types of changes Holder says
The girl was flown to Boise her in the wilderness last week. Matt, all of Calgary. Alberta. Canada; and one sister, Peggy Sasseen must be made
at the federal
hours after two teams of FBI
Pack did not provide details and husband. Kenneth. of Mayfield.
level.
Arrangements
were handled by Byrn Funeral Chapel.
agents rescued her and shot and on Hannah Anderson's health.
Aggressive enforcement of
federal criminal laws is necesThe number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.
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Rescued teen returns to California with father
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sary. but "we cannot simply
prosecute or incarcerate our way
to becoming a safer nation,"
Holder said. "Today, a vicious
cycle of poverty,criminality and
incarceration traps too many
Americans and weakens too
many communities. However,
many aspects of our criminal
justice system may -actually
exacerbate this problem. rather
than alleviate it."
Holder said mandatory minimum sentences "breed disrespect for the system. When
applied indiscriminately, they
do not serve public safety. They
have had a disabling effect on
communities. And they are ultimately counterproductive."
Sens. Dick Durbin, D-111.,
Patrick Leahy. D-Vt., Mike Lee.
R-Utah. and Rand Paul, R-Ky.,
have introduced legislation
aimed at giving federal judges
more discretion in applying
mandatory minimums to certain
drug offenders.
Holder said new approaches
- which he is calling the
"Smart On Crime" initiative are the result of a Justice
Department review tig launched
early this year.
The attorney general said
some issues are best handled at
the state or local level and said
he has directed federal prosecutors across the country to develop locally tailored guidelines
for determining when federal
charges should be filed, and
when they should not.
The attorney general said'17
states have directed money
away from prison construction
and toward programs and services such as treatment and
supervision that are designed to
reduce the problem of repeat
offenders.
In Kentucky. legislation has
reserved prison beds for the
most serious offenders and refocused resources on community
supervision. The state, Holder
said, is projected to reduce its
prison population by more than
3.000 over the next 10 years.
saving more than $400 million.
He also cited investments in
drug treatment in Texas for nonviolent offenders and changes to
parole policies which he said
brought about a reduction in the
prison population of more than
5,000inmates last year. He said
similar efforts helped Arkansas
reduce its prison population by
more than 1,400. He also pointed to Georgia, North Carolina,
Ohio. Pennsylvania and Hawaii
as states that have improved
public safety while preserving
limited resources.
Holder also said the department is expanding a policy.
for
considering
compassionate
release for inmates facing
extraordinary or compelling circumstances, and who pose no
threat to the public.
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- Accepting Applications STAFF WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a
7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily
newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently accepting applications
for our files for
the position of Staff Writer /
Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering
meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories,
taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading
items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties
A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe
Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and
weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or
communications is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to, Greg Travis,
editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times. 1001 Whitnell
St., Murray, KY
42071: or e-mail:
editor@murrayledgercom.
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1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, KY
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Cathey
speaks
at NBSG

The Calloway County Public Library Board of
Trustees will meet Wednesday. Aug. 14, at 4:30
p.m.

NCCA bike ride set
New Covenant Christian Academy will host a
bike ride on Saturday. Sept. 7, with registration
beginning at 7 a.m. Routes of 15, 30, and 62
will be available. The ride starts and ends
Datebook atmiles
21-8 College St., Hardin. at New Covenant
Kala Dunn
Christian Academy. Rest stops and SAG supCommunity
port will be provided. Online registration forms
editor
are available at www.nccaky.org. For more
information call Ben Moore at 703-4953.

Special to the Ledger

Veterans seminar to be offered
West Kentucky Allied Services will provide a free seminar for veterans, their families and any interested senior citizens to help them
recognize fraudulent Medicare practices and combat identity theft.
The seminar will be hosted by American Legion Post 73 of Murray.
310 Bee Creek Drive, on Thursday. Aug. IS. from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
For more information call Mark Kennedy at 752-3333 or email
usmc1965(wbellsouth.net.

Civil War photography presentation set
A presentation on "Photography During the Civil War" will be
given Thursday. Aug. IS. at 7 p.m. at the Stewart County Visitors
Center in Dover.Tenn. The presentation will cover the various types
of photography used in the Civil War and will include a study of
several examples.

Special Olympics to hold signups
Special Olympics will hold bowling signups and a cook-out
Thursday. Aug. IS. at 6 p.m. at the Courthouse Pavilion in Murray
Central Park. All interested Special Olympics athletes, unified partners and volunteers are encouraged to attend. Eligible Special
Olympics athletes must be 8 years old through adults and have an
intellectual disability. Unified partners are non-disabled peers who
partner with a Special Olympics athlete in competition. If unable to
attend or for more information. contact local coordinator. Laura
Miller, at 293-9054 or laura.miller@murray.kyschools.us.

Photo provided

NATURAL GAS DEPARTMENT APPRECIATION DAY: Aug. 6 was proclaimed to be Natural
Gas Department Appreciation Day Mayor Bill Wells held an appreciation lunch at the Big
Apple Café in honor of the employees contributions to the health, safety, and quality of life for
citizens of the community. Pictured attending the lunch were, front from left, Ernie O'Bryan,
Roger Rhodes; back from left, Kyle McKinney, Jacob Clapp, Jaimey Erwin, Mayor Bill Wells
and Craig Clevidence. Not pictured are Chad Canter, Britt Trimble and J.L. Barnett.

James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship
Banquet to be held Sept. 14

Special to the Ledger
The Murray State I. ins
Department of History will host
the 12th annual James W.
Hammack
Jr. Scholarship
Banquet at 7 p.m. Saturday.
Sept. 14, at MSU's Curris
Center
Ballroom. The banquet is
DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
held
each
year to honor the
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
memory
of
Dr. James W.
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing Hammack, who served on the
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm history department faculty for
Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 E., beginning at 6 p.m. every over .30 years and spent 10 of
Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.
those years as chair of the
department. Dr. Hammack was
Veterans assistance available
also a pioneer in the field of oral
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and history and the author of
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. "Kentucky and the Second
Appointments will be available Tuesday. Aug. 13, and Thursday.
American Revolution: The War
Aug. 15, at the Paducah VA Clinic. 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To
of 1812." Proceeds front the
schedule an appointment, visit the clinic or call 444-8465.
banquet go toward endowment
of
the James W. Hammack
CCHS SBDM to meet
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
(SBDM)Council will meet Wednesday. Aug. 14. at 3:30 p.m. in the
main office conference room.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Lions to hold 5K Trail Run/Walk
The Murray Lions Club and Murray Bank will hold a 5K trail
run/walk Saturday. Oct. 12, at 8 a.m. in Murray-Calloway Central
Park. Proceeds benefit the Murray Lions Club Community Skate
Park. Awards will be given to the top three male and female finishers in each age group. The registration fee may be paid in advance
to Murray Lions Club. c/o Don Steffey, 1605 Belmont Dr., Murray.
KY 42071,or on the day of the race. For more information call 7538977 or 227-2776.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Friendship Cemetery,50 Kirk Ridge Road. Murray,is in need
of donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund.58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071. For more information contact
Brian Overbey, board treasurer, at 873-2558.

Good Life to travel to NYC
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14- 18.The group will see the Rockettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall. attend a Broadway show, go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's and participate in sightseeing. shopping
and more. For more information or to sign up contact bsykes0.vthemurraybank.com or 767-3338.

Scholarship Ftiitd which supports history graduate education
at MSU.
Murray State Professor J.
Duane Bolin will deliver the
banquet's keynote address.
"The Woman Who Helped
Blind Children See': Linda
Neville and the Struggle to
Eliminate
Blindness
in
Kentucky." Bolin earned a Ph.D.
in history from the University of
Kentucky in 1988. He is the
author of "Bossism and Reform
in a Southern City: Lexington,
Kentucky 1880-1940," which
was published by the University
of Kentucky Press in 2000.
Bolin's "Kentucky Baptists,
1925-20(81: a
Study
of
Cooperation" was published in
the same year by the Southern

PHER

knowledge
is a plus.
• lpful. Work
bachelor's
- preferred
editor, The
Murray, KY

Special to the Ledger
The Humane Society. of
Calloway County will have a
Dog Adoption Day and Pet ID
Clinic at Tractor Supply in
Murray on Sat.. Aug. 17. from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. as part of their
Pet Appreciation Week actis

be brought on leashes and cats in
carriers.
To see the Humane Society's
adoptable pets and for more
intOrmation on pet identifica-

Adoptable dogs will be on site.
and information on adoptable
cats will be available. The
Humane Society will microchip
pets tar $10 and engrave custom
pet ID tags for $3. There will
additional activities to celebrate
Tractor
Supply's
Pet
Appreciation
Week.
The
Humane Society asks that dogs

crivitt9

P

Please support the...

-1F

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings Hope

Monday - Friday
It) a I)) t

1
rtday

lung Hills
urser •

7 11.11).

Saturday
10 .i.rn to 4 p.m.

MASSAGE

=I

& Gifts
HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

50% OFF
*Gifts & Garden Accents
*Annuals & Bedding Plants

August 20-24

DROP OFF IS AUGUST 18TH!
in Check out our Facebook page

• Private and Semi-Private Rooms Available
• Medication Administration
• 24 Hour Supervision
• Financial Assistance Available
From left: Amanda Edwards, Deborah Driver,
Brandy Nyert and Melissa Hopkins

CONSIGNING MOTHERS

Participate by calling
731-697-6771 or 731-644-1126
or email ConsigningMothers@gmail.com

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for its clients. The list
includes canned fruit, canned
pasta, hot or cold cereal, crackers, instant potatoes. Jiffy cornmeal mix, sauerkraut, spaghetti
sauce, tuna and salmon.
Freezericooler items needed
include eggs. bread, buns, lunch
meat and hot dogs. Personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies
needed include bleach, dish liquid, razors. shampoo. toilet
paper. children's toothbrushes.
adult toothbrushes and toothpaste. Also needed are large
-brown paper bags. Surplus vegetables front home gardens are
welcome.
These items may be taken to
Lion, visit www.fonhepets.org. the Need Line building at 638 S.
call the Humane Society of 4th St.. Murray. between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
Calloway County at 759-1884
through Friday. Need Line is a
or email humanesociety(amur- United Way agency. For
more
ray-ky.net.
information call 753-6333.

?jolt need
' More

Turn your outgrown clothing, toys
and women's clothing into money!

Henry County Fairgrounds

Baptist History Society and
Fields Publishing. Bolin is also
working on a biography of the
legendary UK basketball coach
Adolf Rupp, a history of
Belmont University, and study
of political bosses in Kentucky.
"Bossism and Reform in a
Southern City and Kentucky
Baptists" will be for sale at the
banquet. A book signing will be
held after the event.
Tickets for the dinner are $40
per person and should be
reserved by Saturday.Sept. 7, by
calling Kay Hays at 809-2234.
Reservations may also be made
by email at khayskumurraystate.edu. Tax deductible
contributions to the Hammack
Scholarship are also welcome.

Hal Cathey spoke to the New
Beginnings
S upport
G roup
-Saturday;Aug.
3, about his
journey
to
Christianity.
He told how
he was raised
in
church,
wandered off
on his own,
and eventually returned to
Christ.
The
next
NBSG meeting will be
Saturday. Aug.
17, at 6:30
at
Westside
B aptist
Church. Lisa
Robin Sanford
will be the
keynote
speaker. Parking is available at
the rear of the building. The
public is invited to attend.

Humane Society to hold Dog Adoption Day,Pet ID Clinic

ns -circulation.
in Murray.
•ur files for
is person's
breaking
otographs.
e web and

communitynews.mutrayledger.com

Library board to meet

Cancer Society offering program

urraY

COMMUNITY

DATEBOOK

The American Cancer Society has a free transportation assistance
program for cancer patients operating in Calloway County."Road to
Recovery" provides trained volunteer drivers to take cancer patients
to and from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or for
information on how to volunteer as a driver,call 444-0740 or email
mary.huffOrcancer.org. For additional information on Road to
Recovery, visit wwvv.cancerprg.

, truck,
orcycle
ocation
day.

.likesda, August 13, 2013• 5

25% OFF
To bedule
it ent!

1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.REST
ww w.theretreat ofmurray.com

Perennial Flowers

"Keriesuky CiPitate)
/Varstry experts"

Open
Monday-Saturday S-S
Closed Sunday

6• Thesday, August

13, 2013
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010
Legal
Notice

060

Legal
Notice

160
Help Wanted

Home Furnishings

Light-

Apartments For Rent

Garland
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will hold a
public hearing on Wed August 21 2013 at 430 p m
in the Council Chambers of City Hall located at 104 N
5th Street for the following Bob Crutchfield 500
502 Lynnwood Si - height and setback variance for
1502 Hermitage PI

the fence • Marcy Snodgrass

- conditional use permit request to operate a health
coachingeaercise class
Phi 911 N 16th

at residence • Alpha Sigma

Conditional use permit request to

operate a fraternity house

OTR dnvers. Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account Late model trucks &
new trailers Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs, no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs
Must have 2yrs of OTR exp with tyr refrigeration
No DUI, DWI, drug or alcohol convictions No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus
For more information call 270-293-3205

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets Still
in plastic, King $375
Full $175
(270)293-4121
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502

Mobile Homes For Sale
Dexter area:

Practical Dental Assistant Training
) Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
lob while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com

010
Legal
Notice

HEY YOU!

LAKE Chem CFCU is
accepting bids 8/14.
8/28 for a 2003 Honda
Odyssey
EXL.
167,558mi $1000 00
minimum bid
Tina
Dodd (270)395-5945

Visit MyMurray.com for
Chamber $aver Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.

II
F ECI
Notice

Lynn Grove

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. Paducah
days or nights.
4-8wks.
Payment Plan.
Call or Text
270-223-0789

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional Journeymen painters Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE
SOMEONE with experience to clean & paint
apartments
Drop
applications off at 108
N. 12th Street. Murray.
SPORTSMAN Anchor
Resort & Manna is
looking for
dock
hand/grounds maintenance Part-time, starts
immediately Call Rita
or Sharon
270-354-6568 for appt

deloisendamsteyahoo co
/11

060
Help Wanted
Bartender
trainee
needed to work nights
and weekends at family
Call
oriented
bar.
Cherokee Hills Ranch
at (731) 232-6045

Pad
Learning
Lily
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years For more
information call
(270) 761-LILY
140
Want to Buy

Self Storage

LOST:
MANS
MSU 1967
CLASS
RING
(I'm in BIG
TROUBLE with
my husband)

PLEASE
CALL
753-8393

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
•24/7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1 400 or
270 Pi5) 126

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

Read
All About I
It!
I
subscribe to the

LEMR&TIMES
1
Home Delivery
1 3 mo.
$30.411
WAR
1 6mo.
I yr..--..........$1115.011
1

1

Rest of KY/TN
tPurrs & Be Imams i
$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

1 3 mo.
6 mo.
1 I yr.
1

Check

Local Mail
3mo.
mo.
1 yr.

$30.00
$55.66
$105.60

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

1
'Name _
, St. Address
City _
Zip

I State:
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to

.

Murray Ledger &'Timex
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

-1

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
nturrayledgerconi.
you will he redirected
to Johnetw oft.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com

"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs. pump.
military. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.

are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call

if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray Area
Joh listing. Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Part time positions available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
Murray Save-A -

Lot is now
accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply in person.
No phone calls,

please
MEDICAL
records
coordinator Excellent
posrtion with benefits
Computer skills up to
$15/hr Contact personel dept
(855)873-2355
Full-Time Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Aiksistant
needed for growing
family practice.
Qualified applicants
may bring resume to:
1511 DoneLson Pkwy.
Dover. TN.Send rreume
to P.O. Nos 214 Dover.
TN 37058 or call
031-232-5555

CLEAN CUT

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy funk or
running cars and trucks
and funk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
8 FT work table, refng
erator. range, 5 hel
rack. All stainless steel
All 6 months Old Cal
1954) 591-2808
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
Dining table 4 chairs,
cafe table 4 chairs, 4ft
refrigerated
display
and 611 glass display
Call (954) 591-2808
QUEEN size hide-asofa
Asking
bed
$17400 OBO
-LS9-S34

11831APPlionen
Danby Chest Freezer
$50 cash
227-1503
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

manut. home.
Open floor plan 1 acre
lot, fenced in back yard
S49 900 Call Brent

Evans 4 Rivers Realty
270-205-1650

Free estimates.
Call Kevin at
Brick House & approx. 8 acres
with barn in Aurora, near KY Lake.
3BR, IBA, C/H/A, 1 car

garage

270-703-6377

2BR, & lot. $11,900.00.
753-6012
280

Mobile Homes For Rent
10X60 with 12x12 add
on. 2BR mobile home
$350 plus deposit. No
pets. Patterson, New
Concord area
270-436-6280
38R 1.5 BA $45000
293-6116
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898
2 BR/1 BA
on Wells Ext
$500/ month
293-0638
2BR. IBA. Water/trash
$425/mo
included.
270-719-1654
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished
water
$650/month, no pets
104 Park St 753-2225
Callmiay Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
BR from $345
28R from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportundy

c

Duplex. 28R, 1.5BA,
large utility, with W/D.
$700/mo.
garage.
$700/dep
270-227-1743
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
70-753-2905
NEW apartment in
$550 00/mo.
Hazel
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Ky Lake
Remodeling

Visit
kentuck lake
remodeling.corn
270-873-9916

Houses For Rent

GATE SBOROUGH
Executive Home on
large wooded lot. 38R,
2BA. Large tiled eat in
kitchen, deluxe stainless steel app, large living room, dining/office
area, den with fireplace, master suite with
walk-in closet, Florida
room, patio, 2 car
garage,
monitored
security
system.
Lease. 404-313-1051
360
Storage Rentals

1
Bedroom
1
Bathroom, newly decorated apartment located in the Kirksey area.
most suitable for 1 person Central heat and
air; washer and dryer
hookups, water provided. No pets. no exceptions.
$400
per
month/$400 deposit
required/1 year lease
required. For more
information, call after
7PM at (270)753-7463
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR apt Some utilities
paid. No pets
767-9037

270-293-4020

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

Red Oaks & Live Oaks
Apartments, Murray. 1
& 2BR available. 6mo
leases, $100/dep special. 753-8668(am) or
753-8221 (pm)

2 BR: appliances. W/D
hookup, central H&A,
$550/mo. 1 year lease,
1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6268
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Air conditioned
40x50 SHOP
with office
1 mile South of
Murray

293-6430
OFFICE

Retail
or
Spaceavailable
Aug
15. 650 St Ft, on 121
Bypass. Plumed for
beauty shop opr set up
for small restaurant
$650/month 753-6855.

Bobtai
American
Kitten UTD on shots &
wormed
microchoped Litterbox
trained Call
(270) 978-6404
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

FRAME'S TREE
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath house pn
Pottertown Road

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

50 acres Hwy 80 nea
Farmington 5250.000
or best offer
(270)804-2795

SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

$180,000.00

753-3787

Murray ledger & Times Fai
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subfed to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any peelerslice, limitation or deirtminaBon heed on race. color. religion, sex, handicap. tamilial status or national ongm, or intention to make any such peek:
lTICO, limitation:or disimmination
State laws torhid discrimination
in the sale, rental or aLhertising
ot real estate based on tactor, in
addition to those protected
under federal la.

2000 Dodge Dakota, V6 auto, Ext cab, good
condition
(270)873-9509
2000 F150 Lanat work
truck
Runs great
Asking $3500 GO OBO
759-5534
92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
PARTS!
$1,600
0.8.0.
978-7136, 978-7008

know ingh accept am
ads ertisin&lor real L....tate is hich
Ow it ill

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
.1-nrnming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270)489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Is not in u Ii hum ot thl. lass. All

pep.ins are herebv informed
that all dwellings ad,ertised are
mailable on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
!lousing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene l' Milam,17011648-10011

2006 26ft Dutchman
Camper
Full bath
Large slide out Sleeps
6 Lots of storage
space Excellent condition (270)227-3017
(270)293-9841

Mac f0.41•9
0.....

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109
460
Homes For Sale
3850 Kirksey Rd
3BR 2BA wiattached
garage 2100 sq ft
home in Kirksey KY
minutes from
lust
Murray.
$120,000.
(678)576-2127
Brick Home 7 39 acres
Frontage on Hwy 80 at
Coldwater. 2 BR 1.5 BA
(615) 971-4813
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

BG Real Propert
Professionals
293-7872

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction. home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo
The Floor Shop
Carpet re-stretch,carpet, ceramic, laminate,
hardwood.exterior
decking, small remodels, chain link fencing, .
Free Estimates
(270) 978-0789:
270) 906-8126

1995 Harley Davidson
Road King Pristine
condition
See
to
appreciate
$6000
0/30 (270) 978-5593
480
Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Truck Tires - New and
Used
Sales. Service. and
Road Service
Fast Line Carriers
500 Industrial Road
(270)761-0085

YOUR AD
COULD BI
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 •293-2783

293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
ptnetai 0 onlraelor
•Aridititurs
•Kitaterta

Rallmmons
•fleckS
•ht%trrasice Wort,
I.iu'nsc'd & Insured
(270)226-5444

1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

753-9562

Zach 270-873-7700
Dad 270-227-1106

Since

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
funk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
,‘SPI-IALT
iii u. Sealvemling
N I Littlitlt!
14 \
I It \N IS

Over 28 Years
Experience

Al Shrigles Haai Nailed
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

Greg Mansfield

4 140
4
-1 .*
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6- Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Don t spe,c row money ;-4,1
slate Meer rt local"

MITCHELL

Brandon's

BROS.
PAVING

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562,
227-0267
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270-293.4256
Outdoor Service
is back Full Time
lawn mowing
shrub trimming
tilling, dirt work
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Hill Electric

com
470
Motorcycles & ATY's

Call 753-5606
Public Sale

•Bra

LAWN CARE

38R, 26A. 2001 26x4O

Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

•Asphait Installation
•Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs experience
(270)759-0501

Roof Leaking? Call a
professional
293-6482

Jacq
(c)

& Times
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RIO a.m.
Fri. 9

A Sae Tint1111
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

ROOFING
Nepiacemertt arxi Rop.i r

Protecting your house like
It is our house!

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

.93-4020
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Conctptis SudoKu
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Free Estimates
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N CUT
N CARL

Ask about

270-293-1924
Licensed & Insured

Sudohu is a rumber-piac.vig puzzle based on a 9749 gnd with
several wen numbers The
to place Me numbers 1 tr.,
9 on the empty squares so that triaCh row each oulumn and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The clinic" level
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Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Misstrial/ComerdaUllesilludi
lames C.iallinere
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(270) 759-0890
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV/
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Aug. 14, 2013:
You often waver between deep reflection and spontaneous action.
What encourages one behavior over the other might be an issue this
year. You will learn to integrate these two elements or characteristics. Honor tradition but be open to vital changes. If you are single.
you will make choices reflective of the state you are in. Later you
might find out the suitor you chose is no longer appropriate. Date
and relay, but make no commitments this year. If you are attached.
your moodiness could toss a partner into confusion. Take the time
to explain what you are experiencing. Unexpected developments
often mark your year. SAGITTARIUS encourages your playfulness.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: -IPositive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Build on a key relationship and/or partnership. A family
member or domestic matter comes up and needs to be managed
efficiently. You express his or her ability to mobilize energy to resolve
a matter with a positive response. Unexpected words enlighten you
about someone's motivation. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Others certainly present quite the options. You might not be
sure of yourself vis-a-vis a child or loved one. Through understanding your different options and how to relate to the person in question,
you gain new insight. Tonight: Deal directly with a loved one.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Opportunities come forward, allowing you to touch base with
friends and associates. You normally don't have enough time to chat,
yet a situation comes.up that.allows.time to catch up on news. A
decisibmcomes forward; this decision will give you more freedom of
action. Tonight: Go with a great suggestion.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Permit your creativity to flourish and help integrate a change.
Listen to your instincts and follow through on examining what could
be a risk financially. Check out all liabilities and options. Listen to
feedback from someone you respect. Tonight: Get into a home-related project.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to get past a restriction that easily could be
self-imposed. You are eyeing a situation involving real estate or a
personal matter. Don't suppress your anger, but avoid a moment of
rage. Express yourself in a way that can be heard. Tonight: Nap and
then decide.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A discussion is inevitable. Communication flows if you don't
respond to an angry comment. A friend means well; try to absorb the
comment in the way it was meant as opposed to how it sounded.
Keep communication flowing. Tonight: Don't make it heavy. Keep it
light.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct..22)
**** Tension builds, especially if you are reactive to a superior or
boss. You also find a partner or several close associates reacting in
an odd way. Your caring evolves to a new level as a loved one
shares his or her support and caring. Have a discussion late in the
day. Tonight: Talks and food.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are in the right mood to handle a personal matter. You
see the whole picture, and you are willing to do the gyrations needed to settle others in for a talk. A meeting with an associate or a
friend helps you detach from an immediate hassle. Afterward, you
successfully approach the transient problem. Tonight: Let go of your
day.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might opt to say very little at the present moment. A partner pushes you hard in order to get the results he or she wants. The
issue remains, what do you want? A respected authority figure or
expert gives you his or her vote of confidence. Tonight: Finally, you
choose.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to follow in the direction others seem to be
pointing to. On the other hand, you know what feels right. If you are
in limbo, there is a limited amount of choices. Know which one suits
you. Tonight: Do some serious deliberating.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You handle responsibilities with decorum and honesty.
Recognize what is possible within a certain situation as well as
where your power lies. A partner cheers you on but might have a little too much confidence in your abilities. Listen to your inner voice.
Tonight: Go for what you want.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Allow more feedback and speak less. Ask questions when
you don't understand what is being said. Realize there are many
ways and answers. Follow-through does count but doesn't have to
happen immediately. Tonight: A must appearance.
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How sweet it is!
Kentucky is full of charming
towns with thousands of restaurants galore.
But
there
are
times
when
we
need to satisfy
our
sweet tooth.
And manoh-man do I
some
Out & About have
places for
... Kentucky you to visit:
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Style
Let's face
By Gary P. West it, bakeries
Syndicated
and candy
Columnist
stores are a
weakness in
many of us. But what the heck,
if we limit ourselves to just a
bite, or maybe two, what could it
Photo provided
hurt?
Schneider's Sweet Shop in Bellevue opened in 1939 and today has glass cases full of candy
Paducah. in far western
and other sweet goodies.
Kentucky, is the home of
Kirchhoff's Bakery and Deli. Double boiler kettles are used to
1 will guarantee you'll leave
A little over 160 years ago
First opened in 1873, and now perfect the candy. They often with a sack .full of candy. I Ruth and Leslie Mayer decided
five generations later they're feature their Kentucky bourbon, know I did.
to open a bakery in Maysville.
still serving up those butter- rich smooth chocolate that is
It's not in Kentucky, but its In doing so they set about to proscotch
brownies, cookies. infused with Kentucky's finest close enough to tell you about mote and continue a sweet deliDanish, cakes and pies.
and liberally accented with Schimpff's
Confectionery cacy that had become a part of
Working your way toward pecans and walnuts. The Sweet across the river in Jeffersonville. Mason County food folkloreBowling Green, you'll find Shoppe is constantly experi- Actually at one time it was in Known as transparent pie, the
Riley's Bakery, soon to be cele- menting with new flavors.
downtown Louisville where delicious dessert is shopped all
brating their 70th anniversary. I
Amon's Sugar Shack in Gustav A. Schimpff first opened over the world according to
remember as a small child my Somerset ‘s appropriately in 1859. But in 1891 the store Russell Dixon, who with his
grandmother first taking me named. This nationally recog- moved across the river.
family now owns Magee% since
there to get a cream horn. I've nized bakery/restaurant has been
This is a destination. Not only- 1972. "We're keeping this
been eating them ever since. An open since 1951. and has more can you buy the product but a Mason County tradition alive."
inviting reception area features than 70 varieties of bakery glass enclosed viewing area he says.
Now for those who really want
large glass cases full of fresh goods
choose from. Donuts slows you to watch it being
cakes, pies, cobblers, breads. (150 dozen daily), cookies, made. To top it off there's also a to take the sugar overload to
another level they might want to
rolls, doughnuts, brownies, and breads, brownies, muffins. candy artifacts museum.
those incredible tea cookies. bagels and pies are all here.
In
northern
Kentucky stop by an International Cake
This is one of the best independIf you're heading toward Schneider's Sweet Shop opened Sugar Art Show August 8-11, at
ent full-scale bakeries in the Louisville, Muth's Candies on in Bellevue in 1939, and their the Lexington Convention
south.
Market Street is a must visit. most popular item is their Opera Center. There will be hundreds
The
Sweet
Shop
in Since 1921 their old-fashioned Creams, a candy that is unique of sugar art masterpieces as well
Hodgenville is easy to find. It is glass cases full of candy include to northern Kentucky, and not as kids decorating exhibits.
Get up. get Out, and get going!
right across from the Lincoln Modjeska. bourbon balls, cinna- found anywhere else. Made
statue on the square downtown. mon creams, peanut butter with pure rich cream, it is the Gary P. West can be reached at
This is a gourmet fudge shop cream. pineapjale cream, fudge, ultimate cream candy. In addi- west1488@twc.com
with over 40 varieties of rich, chocolate drops. lemon jelly . . . tion to their candy galore, they
serve homemade ice cream.
creamy homemade fudge. the list just goes on and on.

Resources available for people with Alzheimer's

He was a pastor with the
United Methodist Church.
P.T. Barnum is also part of a
Alzheimer's
program
for
Philip T. Barnum - known to
his friends as PT. - wears a patients at the Sanders-Brown
white bracelet with a small elec- Center on Aging at the
tronic box on one wrist. Sitting University of Kentucky. He has
at the dining room table of his pledged to donate his brain to
home with his wife. Peggy, and Alzheimer's research after his
cracking the occasional joke, the death.
The driving force behind that
bracelet is a small indication of
something that people might not decision were his two sons and
seven grandchildren. He has a
initially notice about him.
Barnum, 68, of Bowling family history of Alzheimer's
Green. was diagnosed with disease and hopes that research
Alzheimer's disease about eight can help protect them.
"I've got these precious grandyears ago. The bracelet is a
transmitter for a Warren County children. and I don't want them
Rescue Department program to get this," he said.
BORN TODAY
P.T. Barnum struggles with
Project Lifesaver that
called
Actress Halle Berry (1966) , quarterback Tim Tebow (1987), comedisuch as dates and times,
things
helps volunteers with the departan Steve Martin (1945)
ment track down people who Peggy Barnum said. He can
may wander off and become have a conversation, but when
Internet
at
www.lacquelinebigarcom.
lost, such as those suffering she asks him what city he's in,
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
from Alzheimer's or other forms he has to pause and wink before
with
up
finally coming
of dementia.
"Bowling
Green."
a
He was one of the first particiThe couple has a hallway
pants in the program, signing up
If you are a NEWCOMER
where they hang photos of their
in 2010.
\ to Murray/Calloway Co.
PT. Barnum is prone to wan- children and grandchildren, and
Call SYLVIA SANERT
dering off, Peggy Barnum said. sometimes he will stand there
AT (270)227-5456
An incident about three years and practice their names, though
OR 759-9216
ago
where he set off to walk to he can get confused, she said.
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
Caring for her husband can
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
McDonald's and then decided to
sometimes
be frustrating. Peggy
Louisville
try to hitchhike to
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying, -We are glad you
was the red flag that necessitat- Barnum said. She usually
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
ed his retirement from the min- receives the blame when he forWe have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
gets or loses something.
istry.
since 1946 almost 60 years!
KATIE BRANDENBURG
The Daily News,
Bowling Green,writer

"He's not the same person that
I married 44 years ago," she
said.
But she takes advantage of
help available both from her
family and services within the
community. He regularly attends
Barren River Adult Day Care.
where there is a unit catering
specifically to individuals with
Alzheimer's and other forms of
dementia, and spends a night or
two with one of the couple's two

sons when she needs a break.
PT. Barnum said he enjoys
day care and takes the opportunity to talk to other people there
about God and pray with them.
"We hold hands and pray and I
ask 'How can I pray for you?'"
he said.
Peggy Barnum also attends
counseling at the Christian
Family Institute and sometimes
attends other support group
meetings.

*ADOPT A VET

GABBY: Domestic
Short Hair/Tabby Mix,
nine months old, female

DONATELLO:
Domestic Short Hair,
nine weeks old. male

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT 10 AM-3 PM
For more rnforrnation contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter

at (270) 759-4141

COMICS'/ FEATURES
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
at Calloway County Public
Philip Montgomery, son of the Library to replace Lynn Hewitt,
Revs. David and Ann Marie who was moving to Memphis.
Montgomery. was awarded a Tenn.
Covenant Scholarship from The
Winners of the Kentucky College of Wooster.
Barkley Bass'n Gals Fishing
Ruth Cole. president of the Tournament out of Kenlake
Calloway. County Genealogical Marina on Aug. 10 were Glenda
Society. was pictured signing a Black, Jeanette Storey. Sharon
contract with Turner Publishing Pierceall. Fran Birdsong and
Company for publication of the Katherine Stroud.
Lynn
Grove-Harris
Grove
Forty years ago
Family History Book. Also picA front page photo and story
tured were Liz Brown. Barbara were printed .about Lucy the
Smotherman and Jean Murdock.
goose. 20-year-old pet of nineSpeakers at a recent meeting of year-old Chrysta Enix and her
the Murray Rotary Club were grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Roger Weis, Jean Masthay and Enix.
--Judy -Brookhiser uf _the Murray__ _ .Mrs, Jack (Beth) Belote and
Family YMCA.
her daughter. Mrs. Marion Belote
Births reported included a girl O'Rourke. both received Master
to Mr. and Mrs. Chris Henry,July of Arts degrees in education.
12.
The Acers softball team of
Twenty years ago
Murray was to represent western
The Garden Department of the Kentucky at the Women's State
Murray Woman's Club selected Softball Tournament.
the yard of the home of Dewey
Fifty years ago
and Fay On as the Residential
Grand champions were shown
Yard of the Month.
in the Purchase District Dairy.
Members of the Murray Show by Paulette Lovins, Billy
Woman's Club attending the Hendon. Danny Kemp and
summer workshop of the First Martha Kemp. all of Calloway
District of the
Kentucky County.
Federation of Women's Clubs on
Joe Clary was to be the speaker
July 14 were Sue Allison. Martha at the gospel meeting at the
Andrus, Lula Belle Hodges. Green Plains Church of Christ
Naomi Rogers. Barbara Brandon. August I I- 17.
Evelyn Wallis and Gerry Reed.
Sixty years ago
the music ministry of First
Shirley Geurin. senior at
Baptist
Church
presented Murray High School. was, to
Jennifer Wright with the Youth attend Majorette School at
Choir Director's Award for 1993. Syracuse. Ind.. Aug. 17-22.
She is the daughter of Ron and
Mrs. W.J. Gibson and Mrs.
Linda Wright of Murray.
Karl Warming were named coThirty years ago
chairmen of the Blood Mobile
!Via% Parker. Attorney for progralll. according to A.B.
Calloway (ounty. was one of Austin. public information chairmore than 31X) local prosecutors man for the Red Cross Chapter.
and their assistants who attended
Births reported at the Murray
the seventh annual Kentucky Hospital from Aug. 10- I 2 includProsecutors Conference. held ed a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Aug.4-6 in Lexington.
Lampkins Jr. and a boy to Mr.
LaDon Dowdy had assumed and Mrs. Marvin L.(Jack) Dodd.
the position of program director

Awkward questions about sons
adoption don't deserve answers
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have two wonderful sons
who joined our family through
adoption. While we don't broadcast that they are adopted, it sometimes comes up in conversation.
When it does, people inevitably
ask. "What happened to their 'real'
parents?" or. "Why were they
given up?"
know
I
folks are curious, hut these
comments are
hurtful. The
details of my
sons' lives are
private, to be
shared as they
grow_ in ageappropriate
ways. They
know they are
adopted. hut
By Abigail
are too young
to know the
Van Buren
details surrounding their lives prior to joining our family. I do not want to
have an in-depth conversation with
every person who asks a nosy
question. These questi6ns always
seem to come up when the kids
are around and 1 feel unprepared
Iii answer them.
Do you have any suggestions
for a vv iity and confident response
that can shut down these questions? I don't want my boys to
be ashamed that they were adopted. hut I also don't want the
details out there for public consumption. - ADOPTED MOM
DEAR ADOPTED MOM:
'I hat someone would be so insensit iv c as to pose those questions
in front of the children is disconcerting. While I can't think ,of
a "witty" response that would
deter the questioner. I can think
of one that would he effective.
Look the person in the eye. smile
and say. "Oh, that's a long story.
hut look at what beautiful sons I
have. 1 feel truly. blessed."

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: My parents died
when I was a teenager. In the

years since I have noticed strange
things. While 1 don't find pennies. 1 do often see streetlights
turn off right before I drive under
them. I drive a lot at night and
in the early morning because I wink
graveyard shifts, and it seems to
happen almost every day when I
go to work or come home.
I guess it could be coincidental. But a friend suggested years
ago that it's my parents letting
me know they're watching over
me. I want to believe. yet I feel
skeptical at the same time. Have
you ever heard of anything like
it? -- LIGHTS OUT IN FEDERAL WAY, WASH.
DEAR LIGHTS OUT: The
only time I have heard of anything like what you're exptriettc---ing has been when I happened to
change channels and come upon
a television show about the paranormal. More important than what
I believe is what you choose to
believe. If the reassurance that
your parents are watching over
you brings you comfort, then I
am all for it.
111,
8•••

DEAR ABBY: This idea may
appeal to the parents of young
children: Celebrate "half-birthdays."(The concept is derived from
the "Half-Birthday Song" in "Alice
in Wonderland.")
A year to a young child is a
long time. In addition to recognizing the joy that he/she was
born, it's a start to learning the
structure of our calendar. II doesn't have to involve a big party
or gifts. just a special activity
day with a parent. Our family
has observed half-birthdays for 45
years and have found it to be a
worthwhile tradition. -- FUN MOM
DEAR FUN MOM: The title
of the song you mentioned is
actually "The INbirthday Song."
but I'm in favor of anything that
will bring parents and children closer. If the household is headed by
a single working parent. then Ill
bet a grandparent would be delighted for the chance to celebrate
that special Occasion.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
lOday is Tuesday. Aug. 13. the
225th day of 2013. There are (40
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 13. 1913. British
metallurgist Harry Brearley developed an alloy that came to be
known as "stainless steel."
4Although Brearley is often credited as the "inventor" of stainless
steel, he vv as hardly alone in working to create steel that resisted
corrosion.)
On this date:
In 1521 Spanish conqueror Her-
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Dry eyes become more common when you get older, as tear
production normally drops off.
Women are more likely than men
to get dry eyes. So are people
with diabetes and people who live
in places with low humidity. Certain commonly used medicines
reduce the production of tears.
including antihistamines. birth control pills and selective semumin
receptor antagonists I SSR1s). often
used to treat depression.
Over-the-counter artificial tears
mimic: the makeup of natural tears.
and their regular use effectively
treats most cases of dry eye.
Lubricating ointments can treat
more serious cases, but they tend
to blur vision. so apply' them at
bedtime. (I've put a table of overthe-counter dry eye products on
my website. AskDoctorK.corn.)
In severe cases, your ophthalmologist may need to insert tiny
plugs made of collagen or silicone into your tear drainage ducts.
The plugs help both natural and
artificial tears stay on your eye
longer by preventing them from
draining out of the opening in
the inner corner of the -eyelid.
Another approach is to increase
tear
production.
Topical
cyclosporine (Restasis) decreases
inflammation in the tear-producing glands, which can lead to better tear -production.
If a medication you're taking
is contributing to your dry eye.
changing it may help.
You can also reduce dry eye
symptoms by avoiding dust, pollen
and cigarette smoke. Else humidifiers. which add moisture to indoor
air. Also, stop wearing contact
lenses while you have dry eye
symptoms.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
dry eyes. What are my treatment
options?
DEAR READER:Tears are not
Just for crying. Your eyes are constantly making small amounts of
tears to keep the surface of the
eye and the underside of the eyemoist.
lids
Tears also contain fat and
mucus, substances that
cleanse
the
eyes.
Except
when you cry.
tears are made
in such small
amounts that
the
liquid
By
doesn't spill
Dr. Anthony
out of the
Komaroff
eyes
You
don't notice that you're making
the right amount of tears, but you
do notice when you're not making enough.
Tears are made by tiny glands
in the eye called lacrimal glands.
Dry' eyes occur when your eyes
don't produce enough tears. As your
tear production drops off, your
eyes can burn or feel itchy,scratchy
or irritated. It may suddenly
become difficult to wear contact
lenses. You may experience a
buildup of sticky mucus in your
eye, or find it difficult to cry.
Your eyes may become more sensitive to light.
Surprisingly,dry eyes can cause
excessive tearing. These tears are
"irritant tears." made in reaction
to your dry eyes. They contain
more water .and less fat and mucus
than regular tears. As a result.
they just run off the eyes without lubricating them as healthy
tears do.
There are many causes of dry
eyes: allergic reactions, irritation
from wearing contact lenses, an
eyelid inflammation (a condition
called blepharitis), and a disease
called Sjogren's syndrome.

Dr. 11(maroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

CLOUDS IN
MY SNOW
GLOBE .
Dear
Heloise: Is
there
anything that can
remedy the
WATER IN A
SNOW
GLOBE
it
when
becomes very clouded and discolored? I'm a Staten Island (N.Y.).
Advance reader, and I look forward to your answer. — Louise
0.. Staten Island, N.Y.
Don't .vou just love snow
globes? Such a simple thing that
makes us smile! First, doe.v it
have a plug? If so. sou twit carefirth empty the water and refill
with distilled water using a turkey
baster. Older globes were made
using staler, but today almost all
are manufactured with a ssnthetic liquid — Risco'(i.e., antifreeze).
If .sours is a new one, leave it
to a professimud to take care of
the globe.
If sour snots. globe does NOT
have a plug but is sealed. yam
may ,we/ to send it to .ski/led
restorer to clean.
store your vismi. ,kiubes.
keep thent,in a temperature-con-

by
Heloise

trolled area. tilt.0V from sunlight.
The much heat and the water
evaporate. Direct sunlight also
can cause the colors to fade. —
Heloise
BE PREPARED
Dear Heloise: When traveling with my daughter and infant
grandson. I realized that I didn't
know how to unlatch those very
stiph isticated baby-car-seat straps.
Every grandma needs to know
how to get everyone out of a
burning car! My hint: Practice
before you hit the road. — Frannie P.. Fair Oaks. Calif.
What a good hint for ANYONE traveling with an infant or
child in a car seat! Familiarize
yourself with the car seat BEFORE
there's an emergency so you are
prepared! — Heloise
GUEST TOWELS
Dear Heloise: I think it is
unsanitary to have one hand towel
in the guest bathroom for everyone to use. Therefore, in my guest
bathroom, in addition to the usual
hand towel, there is a roll of
paper towels (handily situated)
for people to use if they choose.
P.L.. Prescott Valley. Ariz.
A good hint, especially when
having a party with a lot of people using the restroom. I have
some attractive paper -guest tow-

els- (hand towels) that are in a
little hohler out on the counter.
Also.'I hang three to four hand
towels 011 the wall holder or bar
so I can just remove one that's
too soiled or damp and replace
with a fresh one. — Heloise
SAVING SOAP
Dear Heloise: If you are using
too much dish soap with a handwashing instrument (the type that
has liquid soap in the handle).
then try this: When purchasing a
new device with a detachable
sponge. place a piece of tape
over the hole of the sponge. Using
a toothpick. puncture a small-size
hole through the tape, over the
fill hole. Assemble the sponge
with the handle and fill. If the
liquid is too restricted, then make
the same hole a little larger with
the toothpick. This eliminates
excess soap. — Joe L., via email
Send ti moires-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Bay
795000. San Antonio, 7X 782795000. or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(0201,3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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DID YOU EVER
TRY WANG A
GIRL ON THAT
eHARMONY SITE?

Over-the-counter products
help most cases of dry eyes

Innis From!Mein
nando Cortez captured Tenochtit- vs as again elected Speaker of
lan. present-day Mexico City. from
Turkey's (Wand Assembly.
the Aztecs.
In 1934. the satirical comic
In 1624. King Louis XIII of strip "Li'l Abner." -created by Al
France appointed Cardinal Riche- Capp. made its debut.
lieu tree-shuh-LY00') his first minIn 1942. Walt Disney's animatister.
ed feature "Bambi" had its U.S
In 1792. French revolutionar- premiere at Radio City Music Hall
in New York. five days after its
ies imprisoned the royal family.
In 1846. the American flag was world premiere in London.
raised for the first time in Los
In 1960. the first two-way teleAngeles.
phone conversation by satellite took
In 1910. Florence Nightt 'de. plaice with the help of Echo I.
the founder of modern ursing.died 'the Central African Republic
in London at age 1
became totally independent of
In 1923. Mustafa Kemal Ataturk French rule.
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PREP GOLF

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

PREP GOLF

Lady
Lakers,
Lakers
look to
keep
improving

Still up in the air

Former
MSU
standout
takes the
reigns at
MHS

NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer

Almost year after the Lady
Lakers finished as the state runners up,they begin their journey
back to claim the title.
Junior Anna Hack, the
defending state champion, will
anchor the Lady Lakers as the
No. 1 golfer on head coach
Steve Smith's list.
While Hack is one of the top
girls golfers in the Bluegrass her
supporting cast isn't too far
behind.
The Lady Lakers are returning all players from their second
place finishing squad and look
to add to their successes of last
season.
"The girls were runners up
last year and we have everyone
back,- Smith said. "So, the
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
expectations are there but
Murray State quarterback Parks Frazier, shown here during a passing drill last week, spent a majority of time with the
they've worked really hard last
first string offense Monday morning after a strong showing in Saturday's scrimmage. Frazier is expected to battle K.D.
fall, over the winter, in the
spring and summer trying to Humphries and Maikhail Miller for the starting job.
improve their individual games
and hopefully,collectively make
the team that much stronger.
"So far out this year we have
shot a little better scores than
last year. It definitely shows the
By RICKY MARTIN
said about the quarterback battle. "So we are weather. You get here at 6:_30-a.m. and you are
work they've put in. It should be
Sports Editor
approaching this as a staff of trying to elimi- getting ready to practice at 8. then you don't
a really exciting year for the
nate guys instead. That way we can narrow it get out there till 9:30 or 10. That's just a lot of
girls."
/Three hurricanes didn't stop Chris down to two guys."
laying around, and I thought we would be
The Lady Lakers are coming Hatcher's fall practices at Valdosta State in
Hatcher said he was pleased with both sluggish, but we weren't and that's a great
off a record setting performance 2004.so an unusually wet summer in Murray Frazier andViller after Monday's practice.
sign."
as a team at the Paducah does little to deter the Racers head coach.
Hatcher also continues to see growth from
"Parks looked good in the scrimmage and
Tilghman Invitational.
With practice delayed over an hour so we gave him a shot today," he said. "I the defense, Murray State's Achilles' heel a
They shot a school record Monday morning because of rain, Murray thought today we saw a lot of good things year ago.
score of 303 at Paxton Park over State finally hit the field just after 9 a.m. for from Maikhail, he had a lot of drops, but at
With the implementation of a new-look. 3the weekend with Hack shooting the first time after Saturday's scrimmage -- the least he's going to the right spots with the ball 4 defense under Dennis Therrell, questions
a 71 and Summer Simmons a ramifications of which were seen at several in a timely manner.
about whether or not the Racers would catch
Earlena sheets posting personal positions.
"My observation on the field today, I on itt time for the start of the season seem to
bests at 74 and 77 respectively.
Quarterback Parks Frazier spent a majority thought(Miller)took a step up today. The film be dwindling.
"I think, and coach Therrell may think othEven/ though Hack has the of time with the first team Monday morning. may tell us otherwise. but I'm hoping that
top spot sealed up for the Lady this after probably the most consistent per- maybe he is going to be the guy that takes the erwise. but I think we are a little bit ahead of
the game," Hatcher said. "Especially when
Lakers.Smith said the No.2 and formance Saturday. Ole Miss transfer bull by the horns, but we will wait and see."
3 seeds have been a toss up with Maikhail Miller split reps with Frazier. while
Regardless of the position battles around you factor in a new defense and a new staff."
The Murray State defense continued to
each tournament and continue to incumbent starter K.D. Humphries saw little camp this week. Hatcher pointed to the leadfluctuate day-to-day.
reps with either the first or second team.
ership of his football team as as strength, par- install different sub packages Monday, and
On the boys side the Lakers
Hatcher some big questions still need ticularly as Mother Nature continues to wreak Hatcher said he's impressed with the speed the
Racers are putting on the field, and the speed
are less experienced this season answered, but said he's hoping for some more havoc on the Racers practice schedule.
in
which his players are learning.
as they are returning only two clarity this week, particularly at quarterback.
"The guys are handling adversity well and
One player that's stood out so far, is
golfers from last year.
"We are kind of at the point right now that that's what you want." Hatcher said. "It's
"We have two returning play- nobody really wants to take the job." Hatcher always tough when you are dealing with the
•See RACERS, 10A
ers that saw a lot of action last
year and that's Connor Wagner
and Matthew Winder,- Smith
said. "We have a stable of
younger players or less experienced players I should say
because a couple are juniors but
Pujols. the former Cardinals longer associated with the com- enhancing drug."
JIM SALTER
they just don't have the golf
In his statement on Friday.
Associated Press
great now in his second season pany." then later cancelled the
experience the other two do.''
with the Angels but sidelined by show,costing Staten his job, too. Pujols said he planned legal
Smith said the goal for the
"Any opinions, views or action to send a message "that
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Former a foot injury.
boys is to steadily improve their St. Louis Cardinals star Jack
Pujols responded with a vehe- statements made by him (Clark) you cannot act in a reckless manoverall team scores and gain Clark is out of his sports talk ment denial on Friday night and strictly reflect his own personal ner, like they have, and get away
experince throughout the season radio job along with co-host after said he planned to take legal views and do not reflect the with it." As of Monday no lawsaying Albert Pujols took per- action against Clark • and his views of insideSTL." the state- suit had been filed by Pujols in
"With the 18 hole events I'm formance-enhancing drugs.
employers.
ment
read.
"insideSTL U.S. District Court in St. Louis.
trying to take the no. 3.4 and 5
Early Saturday. the company Enterprises. LLC and any related or in state court in Missouri.
Clark said on the air last week
Mihlfeld told ESPN.com that
spots and mix it up to get every- on WGNU in St. Louis that that owns the show hosted by companies have never asserted
one in there and get some 18 Pujols' former trainer, Chris Clark and Kevin Slaten, and do not assert that Albert Clark's comments "are simply
hole event experiences.
Mildfeld. told him 10 years ago insideSTL Enterprises LLC.said Pujols has ever used steroids or not true. I have known Albert
•See PUJOLS, 10A
that he injected PEDs into in a statement that Clark "is no any other type of performing
•See CALLOWAY, 10A

QB Frazier thrown into the mix with Humphries, Miller after
strong showing during Racers scrimmage Saturday

MLB

PED comment costs Jack Clark, co-host jobs
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There is a new face for both
the Lady Tiger and Tiger golf
squads, as Murray State golf
great Nick Newcomb takes over
the coaching duties.
Newcomb, who is playing
mini-tour events and preping for
a trip to PGA qualifying school
this fall, has added golf coach to
his resume.
He's done some teaching - but
the coaching is a new experience.
"It's been a different experience." Newcomb said."I've done
the teaching with individual lessons, but coaching a team and
everything that goes with it has
been new."
And Newcomb has high
hopes for both squads. And both
teams head Friday to the All A
Regional at the Silos Golf Club.
The Murray High Lady Tiger
golf team still heads into the
2013 season without a senior on
the roster - but with high hopes.
After taking the All A
Regional crown in 2012. the
Lady Tigers return the balance of
a squad that finished eighth in the
All A State and took fourth place
in the KHSAA 1st Region.
Murray may not have the
dominating player on the girls
side, but a balanced team effort
could go a long way for Murray.
Junior Beth Graham was the
top Lady Tiger scorer in the
regional last year, but freshman
Grace Campbell and Sarah
McDowell led the way during
last year's All A. Hannah
Williams was a key part of the
Lady Tigers last year while
Alysaa Brunston has shown significant improvement during the
preseason.
Murray also has seventh
graders Kennedy Keller and
Chloe Lovins and junior Heejue
Hong in the mix.
"The girls have been working
really hard as a group."
Newcomb said. "They've been
doing a lot of different things
during the summer, and 1 think
they are just now getting back
into golf. But I've already seen an
improvement from all of them.
We don't have a senior on the roster, so this group is a foundation
that we can build on.Murray will be the favorite in
the girls All A - and his hoping to
make a splash at the All A State.
Newcomb thinks the Tiger
boys squad also has a great
chance at the All A - and could
factor in one of the top two
KHSAA Regional spots as well.
Sophomore James Boone
leads the way for the Tigers.
"James is a very good player
and I think he's the favorite in the
All A,- Newcomb said.
Murray lost three regulars to
II See MURRAY, 10A
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MESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer

MARK HUMPHREY/AP PHOTO
Tennessee Titans quarterback Jake Locker (10) scrambles away from defensive tackle Karl Klug (97) during
NFL football training camp last week.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Titans defensive end ,Derrick
Morgan thinks back to last season
almost with a shudder.
Even with some teammates
playing through injuries, getting a
breather on the sideline was
impossible at times when Morgan
needed it most. He wound up
playing 914 snaps, more work
than all but eight other defensive
ends in the NFL. Titans end
Kamerion Wimbley ranked 12th
himself with 910 snaps according
to Stats LLC.
Being tired makes it tough
when chasing a quarterback. let
alone trying to sack him.
"You want to come out, but

you really can't come out."
Morgan said. "I want to feel in
control. I want to feel accountable
for what goes on. We had guys
playing hurt last year. So it was
one of those things where you just
had to play. You might not have
been playing at your highest. but
you were giving it all you got still
out there."
The Titans have been busy
devising blitzes and packages to
put more pressure on quarterbacks. Having enough bodies to
rotate linemen may be what helps
Tennessee the most. The Titans
signed seven free agents this offseason, including end Ropati
Potoitua and tackles Sammie Hill
and Antonio Johnson to add reinforcements for the line.
Pitoitua has been playing in

run situations and rotating with
Wimbley on passing downs,
while Hill and Johnson at tackle
has allowed Karl Klug to move
out to right end and take turns
behind Morgan. Klug had seven
sacks as a rookie in 2011 and only
3.5 last season.
Hill's eyes lit up when he
heard how many snaps Morgan
and Wimbley played last season.
He came to Tennessee for the
chance to start himself after playing behind Ndamukong Suh and
Nick Fairley in Detroit.
"Oh man. I couldn't imagine
especially not lately because I
didn't really get a chance to play
over 20 snaps for real last year
and years before," Hill said. "But
I can imagine how hard it is to go
out and do it down after down and

knowing them two great pass
rushing guys.that's working hard.
Having enough depth n6w for
them to get out ... it should be a
great deal for both sides."
The biggest number about the
Tennessee defense in 2012 was
471 — the most points allowed in
franchise history. But the Titans
finished tied for ninth in the NFL
with 39 sacks, a gaudy number
except for the fact that 14 of theme
came against the Jaguars. In six
games, they managed only one
sack and were shut out in two
other games.
Coach Mike Munchak said
he's seeing impmvertient in training camp with the different personnel packages and saw nice
•See T1TANS, 10A
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Doughty working to become Hilltoppers starting QB

%C 15111D°AW)
Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander

•

offensive
coordinator
Jeff opener against Kentucky in
Brohm, a former NFL quarter- Nashville,Tenn.
back. Doughty just feels
Petnno said during Saturday's
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. "blessed" to have another oppor- media day interview that
(AP) — Brandon Doughty does- tunity to prove himself.
Doughty has been on a good path
n't wonder what might have been
"I was at a high point before since practice began Monday.
because of a knee injury two the injury and then I was at a low The process of familiarizing himyears ago,the Western Kentucky point in my life," Doughty said of self with a young wide receivers
junior is too busy working to the torn anterior cruciate sus- corps has affected his accuracy,
become the Hilltoppers' starting tained early in the 2011 season. but the coach said that's to be
quarterback.
"To bounce back and see how expected this early in camp.
In fact, Doughty believes God put all these people that I
What has impressed Petrino is
things are happening as they're respect so much in my path and Doughty's quick grasp of the upsupposed to as he embarks on a the way things have happened, tempo offense that uses multiple
new phase with new coach it's unbelievable how it puts receivers. He also praised
Bobby Petrino while learning a things in perspective real quick." Doughty's technique first noticed
new spread offense. Doughty's
Doughty is trying to maintain during warm-ups for last
coming off a strong spring but perspective because he's not December's Little Caesars Pizza
knows he must continue to show close to claiming the job outright. Bowl. WKU's first postseason
growth and consistency to beat Despite having the early edge game as a Football Bowl
out redshin freshman Damarcus entering fall camp following an Subdivision member.
Smith and three others for the impressive 314-yard, five-touchDoughty returned last season
starting job.
down performance on 23 of 35 but completed just one of three
Whoever wins it has big shoes passing in WKU's spring scrim- passes for 7 yards as the thirdto fill after Kawaun _lakes' depar- mage,coaches insist the competi- stringer to Jakes, who threw for
ture along with meeting the tion is still open with three weeks 2,488 yards and 22 touchdowns
expectations of Petrino and before the Hilltoppers' Aug. 31 in leading the Hilltoppers to a 7GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
r
(270)753-4703
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MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Today
San Francisco (Bumgarner 11-7) at
Washington (G Gonzalez 7-5), 705 pm
Philadelphia (E Mann 1-1) at Atlanta
i Median 9-10), 7 10 p m
Cincinnati(H Bailey 7-10) at Chicago
Cubs (Samardzila 6-111 8 05 p m
MiNiaukee (Estrada 4-4) at Texas
(Ogando 5-31, 805 pm
Miami (Fernandez 8-5) at Kansas City
(B Chen 5-0), 8 10 P m
Pittsburgh (Morton 4-3) at St Louis
(Wainwright 13-7). 8 15 p m
San Diego (Stuns 8-10) at Colorado
(Manship 0-1) 8 40 p m
Baltimore (Mg Gonzalez 8-51 at Anzona
(Delgado 4-3). 940 p m
N Y Mets (Harvey 9-3) at LA Dodgers
(Ryu 11-3) 10 10 p m
Wednesday
KARIM at Kansas City 2 10 p.m
Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs. 220 p.m
San Diego at Colorado. 3 10 pm
Baltimore at Arizona. 3 40 p m
San Francisco at Washington. 705 p.m
Philadelphia at Atlanta 7 10 p m
Milwaukee at Texas 8 05 p m

Pittsburgh at St Lours 8 15 pm
NY Mets at L A Dodgers 10 10 p m
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
L A Angels (Vargas 6-4) at N Y Yankees
(Sabathia 9-10). 7 05 p m
Boston (Dempster 6-8) at Toronto
(Redmond 1-1), 7 07 p m
Seattle (E Ramirez 3-0) at Tampa Bay
(Archer 6-4), 710 pm
Cleveland (McAllister 4-7) at Minnesota
Deduno 7-5), 810 p m
Detroit (Schemer 17-1) at Chicago White
Sox (H Santiago 3-7). 8 10 p m
Houston (Lyles 4-6) at Oakland (Colon
14-4) 1005pm
Wednesday
Cleveland at Minnesota. 1 10 0 m
Detroit at Chicago White Sox 2 10 p m
Miami at Kansas City, 2 10 p m
Baltimore at Arizona, 340 p m
L A Angels at N Y Yankees, 705 p m
Boston at Toronto, 707 p.m
Seattle at Tampa Bay, 7:10 p.m
Milwaukee at Texas. 8:05 pm
Houston at Oakland. 10:05 pm

III Calloway...
From Page 9A
."The home matches everyone
will play and the away matches
I'm trying to get as many of
these young kids equal opportunity to get some scores in there
so by the time we get to
September we can see who it's
going to look like will be out top
five or six and start preparation
for the regional tournament.
"We have to shave some
strokes down at the three four
and five spot. I would be real

IN

From Page 9A
graduation. Senior Logan Smart
has had a strong preseason, while
classmates Carver Lawson and
Paxton James have some varsity
experience. Noah Newsome and
ryant Foster are a pair of sophomores for the Tigers, while freshman Preston English is a transfer
who could figure into the Tiger
top five.
A second place in the regional
tournament would put the Tigers
into the state.Murray finished

fourth
in
the
Tilghman
Invitational last weekend — four
strokes out of second.
"Our scores from the No. 3 to
the No. 7 have been about the
same," Newcomb said. "We've
got a very competitive group and
I think it's making them all better.
We've got a chance to win the All
A.and I think we could be a factor in the region — looking at the
second spot."

WATKINS GLEN,N.Y.(AP)
— As the reigning Sprint Cup
champion. Brad Keselowski's
photo holding the coveted series
trophy is on the cover of the
media guide NASCAR hands
out at races. The venues change,
the photo doesn't, a constant
reminder of a great season.
With four races remaining
until the Chase for the Sprint
Cup title begins. Keselowski is
back in position to defend, and
that has to make both NASCAR
and team owner Roger Penske
awfully happy.
Keselowski finished second
on Sunday to Kyle Busch on the
road course at Watkins Glen
International to move into
eighth place in the points. It was
Keselowski's best finish of the
season. It could have been better, but he passed up a chance on
the final lap to knock Busch out
of the way and nab a crucial victory. ,
"In my mind, points are great
when you're in the Chase,"
Keselowski said. "Before that,
to me it's about wins,even if you
don't end up in the top 20. I'd
rather be a wild card with four or
five wins than be the guy in the

fans, especially theyoung children who look up to our players, but I strongly feel this is
The fallout from the Johnny the best decision for our footManziel autograph allegations ball program."
prompted
Louisville
and
Other schools, including
Miami to announce changes to
South Carolina and Ohio State,
their signing policies Monday.
have acknowledged in recent
Miami's
At
annual
days that they have looked into
CanesFest on Saturday, the
Hurricanes will be signing only whether some of their star
school-issued posters and noth- players — such as Jadeveon
ing else. And when Louisville Clowney for the Gamecocks
who sent Carl Edwards flying at again, but he kept it clean."
has its Fan Day on Sunday, and the Buckeyes' Braxton
the Talladega finish line while
Keselowski did pull up tight players won't be permitted to Miller — broke any NCAA
traveling nearly 200 mph to to the bumper of Busch's No. 18 sign anything in response to rules by. signing memorabilia
notch his first Sprint Cup victo- Toyota on the final lap and chalwhat Cardinals coach Charlie that others are selling on eBay
ry. Small wonder Edwards' boss, lenged him all the way to the
Strong
called "a national prob- and in other manners.
Jack Roush, wouldn't answer a finish line. There was no bump,
lem."
Miami's decision to limit
question about Keselowski two though. which was surprising
Both schools said the moves player signings to posters that
years ago at The Glen, when the considering
the stakes.
are being made because of the school will distribute
driver of Penske's blue No. 2
—
"I wanted to win the race. We
was nursing a broken ankle and
ongoing concerns about colKeselowski
had
a
shot
at
it."
one
per
fan
who
shows
up
stilt driving at a high level.
lege athletes and autograph
And it wasn't so long ago that said. "I could have definitely sales, and neither mentioned Saturday — would figure to at
Keselowski bad-mouthed Busch dumped Kyle and won the race.
least slow down anyone who
Manziel by name. ESPN
over the public address system I didn't want to do that. There's
planned to attend CanesFest
at Bristol after an altercation. racing and.wrecking. Those are reported earlier this month that solely to get
autographs for
Manziel, the reigning Heisman
two different things.
There was no love lost there.
resale.
Miami
fans have
"Everybody defines them a Trophy winner, is being invesThen there was last year at
brought
items
such
as photos,
The Glen, when KeseloWski little differently, and I guess tigated by the NCAA amid allebumped Busch out of the way on that's the code you live your life gations that he took money in shirts,footballs and helmets for
the final lap as they slid around by." said Keselowski, whose exchange for signing memora- players to sign at past events
a track surface coated with oil "Bad Brad" moniker seems a bilia.
like CanesFest.
from a blown engine. Busch had distant memory. "Me? I define
If true, Manziel's eligibility
"As part of the University of
what appeared to be a victory last year as racing and some
snatched away, and though he people would define that as and Heisman standing would Miami's commitment to NCAA
recovered quickly to finish sev- wrecking. If I was gonna take both be jeopardized.
compliance and in light of
"We have monitored the sitenth, in the end that race cost out
recent national news,.studentKyle, it would have been
uation closely, and we decided
him a berth in the Chase. He was
athletes will only sign the"
wrecking in my mind, and
beaten for the last spot by Jeff
to protect the eligibility of our
there's a distinct difference.
poster that will be handed out,
Gordon in the final laps at
players and operate under the
doesn't
mean
there
"It
isn't
the
Hurricanes said in a stateRichmond.
principle that it not permissible
"It was a really, really sticky temptation." Keselowski said.
ment.
to accept any type of compensituation last year to win here, "But there's a level of respect
Strong said he's offering
,and it wasn't all Brad's fault. and a code of honor that you sation for their autograph or the
fans something else instead of
sale
of
memorabilia,"
Strong
man."
have
to
have
as
a
There was oil on the track,"
And don't forget Bristol is in said in a statement released autographs: Sunday's planned
Busch said. "But Brad's the one
that spun us out. I figured maybe two weeks and the defending through the school. "I know full-pads practice will be open
he could do some of the same champion might need a favor.
this will disappoint a lot of our to spectators.

•Titans...

•Racers...
From Page 9A
Mayfield product Jonathan
Jackson.
"After the scrimmage, in our
mind, we made some decisions
that some guys just aren't quite
ready to play, but within a year
we are excited that they are on the
team," Hatcher said. "But
Jackson is one of those guys,that
if he has a good week of practice.
he could be a guy that will contribute a lot to us now,this season.
It's up to him at this point just to
see how well he picks up all the
new stuff."
Hatcher said the Racers still
need another offensive tackle for

"emergency situations," but said
he's pleased with the way his
offensive line has played through
the first part of camp.
Running
back
Marcus
Holliday. who took a hard hit
Saturday afternoon, missed
Monday's practice with a concussion. Holliday had looked like the
front-runner to back-up Duane
Brady and Jaamal Berry, and
Hatcher said he's hoping to get
the redshirt freshman back in
practice by this morning at the
earliest.
Murray State will practice
every morning this week before
holding its second scrimmage of
camp Saturday.

From Page 9A
Pujols since he was 18 years old,
and he would never use illegal
drugs in any way."
Staten said Monday that he
plans to sue over his termination.
He said he didn't know why he
was let go.
"All I said is what I've said for
years," Slaten said. "It's always
been my belief that Pujols is
using. but it's just my opinion."
Clark told the newspaper he
was weighing a lawsuit. A telephone listing for Clark could not
be found. A spokesman for the
Albert Pujols Foundation in St.
Louis referred calls to Pujols'
agent.

schemes that likely will include
having linebacker Akeem Ayers
join in rushing the quarterback
more. Ayers had six sacks last
season with the Titans trying to
take better advantage of his
speed.
"We got to find ways to get
him rushing because he's a big
body guy with athletic ability that
can win one on one," Gray said.
And players like Morgan simply have more experience and a
better understanding of technique
in rushing quarterbacks. Morgan,
the first-round draft pick in 2010
now going into his fourth season,
had a team-high 65 sacks and 19
quarterback pressures.
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From Page 9A
pressure from a four-man rush in
the preseason opening 22-21 loss
to Washington.
"It's heading in the right direction," Munchak said. "We're still
experimenting with a lot of different options and a lot of different
players. That'll be stuff we'll have
to decide on as we get closer to
the season. I think we have some
good options, we have some good
athletes ... we go( some size. I
think now they can push to the
middle a little bit more than they
have in the past."
Titans defensive coordinator
Jerry Gray also has been devising

•Pujols...

Mark
for

TIM REYNOLDS
AP Sports Writer

Stop the presses: not-so-bad Brad passes up win
Chase with zero wins."
The top 10 drivers in the
points standings automatically
qualify for the 10-race Chase,
winch begins next month after
Richmond. There also are two
wild cards, which go to the drivers from 11th to 20th in points
who have the most wins. In the
event of a tie in wins, points
decide the spots. Right now,
Kasey Kahne in 12th with two
victories and Ryan Newman in
14th has one victory. They
would be in if the Chase started
today.
Then there's Newman's boss,
Tony Stewart, who missed
Sunday's race with a broken
right leg and is out indefinitely.
He was 11th before Sunday with
one victory but dropped to 17th
after missing the first race of his
Cup career. It's possible he could
return and make a miraculous
comeback, though that's not
likely.
Keselowski is one of three
winless drivers in the top 10 and
the most vulnerable. Clint
Bowyer is firmly entrenched in
second and Dale Earnhardt Jr. is
sixth, nearly a full race in points
(36) ahead of Keselowski.
So, what gives? Why Mr.
Nice Guy?
Remember, this is the driver

NU

Louisville, Miami change
signing rules for fan events

NASCAR
JOHN KEKIS
AP Sports Writer

Yet.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

•Murray...
happy, right now, either at
Dawson Springs or some of
thee other events that are 18
holes if we can crack the 330s
that would be a good step in the
right direction."
The Lady Lakers and Lakers
will take more steps toward their
goals later today against
crosstown rival Murray High
and Graves County.
They tee off at 4 p.m. weather permitting at the Oaks
Country Club.

6 finish. Watching Jakes taught
Doughty a lot about technique
and game management before
Petrino came aboard, which
forced him to brush up even
more on the spread offense.
Doughty considers himself a
pocket passPr but said he can run
if necessary without worrying
about the knee. His focus in practice is positioning receivers right
and delivering the ball quickly
enough that scrambling won't be
needed.
As Brolun works to make sure
all his quarterbacks become proficient with the offense, he
echoed Petnno's assessment that
Doughty's progress and dedication. Whether the slight lead he
had this spring turns intd the
starting nod remains to be seen,
Doughty is enjoying being part
of the discussion again.

Auto •

Would you like to receive the rent
without the hassles of dealing
with the day-to-day stuff?

SBG wal take core
of your metals each month
and make having
rental property on enjoyment.
Call Bonnie today to
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